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Kinetic Monte Carlo simulation of the effect of coalescence energy release
on the size and shape evolution of nanoparticles grown as an aerosol

D. Mukherjee, C. G. Sonwane, and M. R. Zachariaha)

Departments of Mechanical Engineering and Chemistry, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis,
Minnesota 55455

~Received 28 October 2002; accepted 15 April 2003!

We develop a kinetic Monte Carlo algorithm to describe the growth of nanoparticles by particle–
particle collision and subsequent coalescence. The unique feature of the model is its ability to
account for the exothermic nature of particle coalescence events and to show how the resulting
nonisothermal behavior can be used to change the primary particle size and the onset of aggregation
in a growing nanoaerosol. The model shows that under certain conditions of gas pressure,
temperature, and particle volume loadings, the energy release from two coalescing nanoparticles is
sufficient to cause the particle to exceed the background gas temperature by many hundreds of
degrees. This in turn results in an increase in the microscopic transport properties~e.g., atomic
diffusivity! and drive the coalescence process even faster. The model compares the characteristic
times for coalescence and collision to determine what conditions will lead to enhanced growth rates.
The results, which are presented for silicon and titania as representative nanoparticle systems, show
that increasing volume loading and decreasing pressure result in higher particle temperatures and
enhanced sintering rates. In turn, this results in a delay for the onset of aggregate formation and
larger primary particles. These results suggest new strategies for tailoring the microstructure of
nanoparticles, through the use of process parameters heretofore not considered as important in
determining primary particle size. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
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INTRODUCTION

The study of the coagulation and coalescence of na
sized aerosols resulting in agglomerate formation and
growth characteristics, morphology and size distributions
primary particles in agglomerates have been an area of
tensive study in both theoretical and experimental wor
The coalescence of particles resulting in spherical parti
can be of importance in predicting the uniformity of partic
sizes required for pigment synthesis, chemical vapor dep
tion, carbon black, etc. On the other hand, clusters of in
vidual primary particles forming aggregates of higher s
cific surface area are known to enhance catalytic activity1 or
the rate of energy release in propellants.2 Indeed many ther-
mal, mechanical and optical properties3 are determined by
the size of primary particles. Thus, the ability to predict a
control primary particle sizes of nanostructured materials
ther in the free state or stabilized in an aggregate is of p
mount importance in the implementation of many of t
technologies that envisage a size-dependent property.

Typically in many aerosol processes, a high concen
tion of very small particles undergoes rapid coagulation. T
may lead to the formation of fractal-like agglomerates co
sisting of a large number of spherical primary particles
approximately uniform diameter.4 The size of the primary
particles ultimately is determined by the relative rates
particle–particle collision and coalescence of a grow

a!Corresponding author: Michael R. Zachariah. Electronic m
mrz@me.umn.edu; Telephone: 612-626-9081; Fax: 612-625-6069.
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aerosol.5 At very high temperatures for example, partic
coalescence occurs almost on contact, resulting in unifo
spherical primary particles of relatively small surface ar
At low temperatures, the rate of coalescence may be so s
that particles undergo many collisions, leading to fractal-l
agglomerates consisting of very small primary particles a
thus large surface area. Of most interest is those intermed
conditions where neither process is rate controlling. U
mately controlling the coalescence rate is only possi
through knowledge of the material properties and the use
a programmed and understood time–temperature histor
the growth environment.6

There have been other efforts of both experimental a
theoretical nature for predicting primary particle sizes
nanoparticles grown from a vapor. These include the stud
titania nanoparticle sintering kinetics in free jets and the
of a simple coalescence-collision time crossover mode
determine shapes of primary particles;7,8 TEM observations
for Titania primary particle sizes during sintering in heat
gas flows;9 or the analysis of the growth characteristics
silica10–12 nanoparticles in aerosol reactor cells.13 Models of
nanoparticle coalescence in nonisothermal flames have
developed that employ population balance equations that
variants of the Smoluchowski equation have be
developed.14 Sectional based models for aggregate aero
dynamics accounting for a gas-phase chemical reaction
sintering have also been developed to determine primary
aggregate particle size distributions under varying reac
temperatures.10

:

1 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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All the aforementioned works on the prediction of p
mary particle sizes have been constructedwith the underly-
ing assumption that particles were always at the backgrou
gas temperatures. Freund and Bauer15 possibly carried out
the closest experimental work dealing with energy rele
during condensation of aerosol clusters for homogene
nucleation in metal vapors. Certainly on the experimen
side, the determination of particle temperature over
tremely short time scales, as we will encounter in this wo
would require a determined effort to probe this effect.

More recently we showed6,21 that the coalescence pro
cess, which is exothermic in nature, could significantly a
the sintering rate of nanoparticles. Moreover, we showed
very surprising result that background gas pressures and
ume loading of the material could significantly change
overall temporal energy balance of coalescing particles,
could be used as process parameters to control primary
ticle size and the onset of aggregation.21 The motivation for
this discovery was an earlier study by Zachariah a
Carrier17 on the coalescence characteristics of silicon na
particles using molecular dynamics~MD! simulation meth-
ods. That work showed that when particles coalesce, the
a significant increase in particle temperature. Following c
lision, the formation of new chemical bonds between p
ticles results in heat release and the formation of a n
between the particles. This heat release may, under s
conditions, result in an increase in particle temperature w
above the background gas. In the recent papers of Leht
and Zachariah,6,21 it was shown that since these particl
coalesce predominantly by a solid-state diffusion mec
nism, which is an extremely sensitive function of tempe
ture, the increase in particle temperature itself has an im
tant effect on the coalescence dynamics. In fact, it w
shown that for silicon nanoparticle coalescence this ef
reduced, in some cases, the coalescence time by sever
ders of magnitude!However, these studies did not consid
ensemble aerosols effects, which is the subject of this pa.
Here, by ensemble effects we refer to the random collisi
coalescence processes between particle/aggregate pa
any size and shape, where simultaneous coalescence
the system agglomerates that have undergone collision
any instant of time are allowed to take place.

Monte Carlo methods have recently been shown to b
useful tool for simulating coagulation–coalescence phen
ena. They have the advantage that both length and time s
phenomena can be simultaneously solved without a sin
unifying governing multivariate equation. Furthermor
Monte Carlo methods provide an intuitive tool in simulatin
the random coagulation process without anya priori as-
sumption of the aerosol size distribution.

Rosner and Yu18 have used Monte Carlo methods
demonstrate the ‘‘self preserving’’ asymptotic pdf for biva
ate populations in free molecular regime. Kruiset al.19 have
used Monte Carlo methods to establish its suitability
simulating complex particle dynamics. These works ha
clearly demonstrated the statistical accuracy of Monte C
method by comparing it with the theoretical solutions f
aggregation and the asymptotic self-preserving particle-
distribution5 for coagulation. In a parallel work, Efendie
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and Zachariah20 had recently demonstrated the effectivene
of the method, by developing a hybrid Monte Carlo meth
for simulating two-component aerosol coagulation and int
nal phase-segregation.

In this paper we develop a Monte Carlo model on t
lines of earlier works of Efendiev and Zachariah20 to extend
their work on particle coagulation by incorporating nonis
thermal finite rate coalescence processes. We also invest
the inter-relationships of heat release and coalescence a
ready proposed by Lehtinen and Zachariah.6,21 We will use a
kinetic Monte Carlo~KMC! method to study the effect of ga
temperature, pressure, and material volume loading on
heat release phenomenon during the time evolution o
nanoparticle cloud growing by random collision/coalescen
processes. We then analyze their significance in predic
the primary particle growth rates. We describe the role
nonisothermal coalescence process in controlling prim
particle growth rates and aggregate formation for typical s
con and titania nanoparticles. As seen by the large bod
earlier works, these two materials have been subjects of c
siderable interest, primarily due to the industrial importan
of these particles.

MATHEMATICAL MODEL AND THEORY

Smoluchowski equation and collision kernel
formulation

The particle size distribution of a polydisperse aero
undergoing coagulation can be described by the Sm
chowski equation as

dN~ t,Vj !

dt
5

1

2 E0

Vj
K~Vi ,Vj2Vi !N~ t,Vi !N~ t,Vj2Vi !dVi

2N~ t,Vj !E
0

`

K~Vj ,Vi !N~ t,Vi !dVi , ~1!

wheret is the time,K(Vi ,Vj )5Ki , j is the kinetic coagulation
kernel for the particles chosen with volumeVi andVj , and
N (t,Vj ) is the number density of the$j% cluster.5

The appropriate form of the coagulation or collision ke
nel depends on the Knudsen size regime of the growth.
our interest, the kernel need only be considered for the
molecule regime and takes the form5

Ki j
F 5KF~Vi ,Vj !

5S 3

4p D 1/6S 6kBTp

rp
D 1/2S 1

Vi
1

1

Vj
D 1/2

~Vi
1/31Vj

1/3!2, ~2!

where,kB denotes the Boltzmann constant,Tp is the particle
temperature considered for collision, andrp is the particle
density~assumed constant!.

For our purposes one has to bear in mind that in f
molecular regime the temperature dependence of the c
sion kernel (Ki j

F }Tp
1/2) arises from the mean thermal speed

the nanoparticles derived from kinetic theory and expres
in the form c̄i5(8kBTp /prpVi)

1/2. Although the kernel has
a weak dependence on the temperature, in our case the
ticle temperatures can become significantly higher than
background gas temperature. Thus, while formulating
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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collision kernel, we have considered its dependence on
particle temperature during the coalescence process. He
the above collision kernel takes the form

Ki j
F 5KF~Vi ,Vj !

5S 3

4p D 1/6S 6kB

rp
D 1/2S Ti

Vi
1

Tj

Vj
D 1/2

~Vi
1/31Vj

1/3!2, ~3!

whereTi andTj are the respective temperatures of partic
in the system considered for collision.

Energy equations for coalescence process

During coalescence, a neck rapidly forms between
particles, which transforms into a spherule, and slowly
proaches a sphere coupled with which is the particle te
perature rise due to heat release, as demonstrated by Z
riah and Carrier17 and indicated by the schematic in Fig.
Let us consider the case where, based on the collision p
abilities, a typical collision event has successfully occur
between two spherical particles of sizes,Vi and Vj . Then
upon coagulation it forms a new particle of volumeVi

1Vj . It consists of N atoms or units that would essentia
undergo the coalescence process and, hence, would be
for formulating the typical energy equations and the cor
sponding heat release associated with modeling the e
process for all such particles. We assume that the energyE of
a particle throughout the coalescence process can be
scribed with bulk and surface contribution terms:22

~4!

whereap is the surface area of the coalescing particle p
ss the surface tension,«b(0) the bulk binding energy~nega-
tive! at zero temperature,cv the constant volume heat capa
ity ~mass specific, J/kg K! andNw is the equivalent mass~kg!
of N atoms in the particle pair undergoing coalescence.
der adiabatic conditions considered over a particle pair,
energyE would be constant, while the coalescence event w
result in a decrease in the surface area,ap and therefore an
increase in particle temperature.

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the temporal evolution of particle t
perature and shape in the nanoparticle coalescence process.
Downloaded 04 Aug 2003 to 128.101.142.157. Redistribution subject to 
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Any change in total energy,E, of the particle~or aggre-
gate! can only result from energy loss to the surroundings,
convection, conduction to the surrounding gas, radiation
evaporation. Thus, for the temporal energy conserva
equation for a particle~or, aggregate! we may write

dE

dt
5Nwcv

dTp

dt
1ss

dap

dt

52Zcmgcg~Tp2Tg!2«sSBap~Tp
42Tg

4!

2
DHvap

NAv
Zev, ~5!

whereTp is the particle temperature,Tg is the gas tempera
ture ~K!; cg the mass specific heat capacity, andmg is the
mass of gas molecules~kg!. The emissivity of particles is«,
sSB is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant,DHvap is the enthalpy
of vaporization~J/mole!, and NAv is the Avogadro number
Zc is the collision rate~s21! of gas–particle interactions in
the free-molecule range, andZev is the evaporation rate o
surface atoms based on the calculation of the heterogen
condensation rate~s21! of atoms on the particle surface.

The second term on the left-hand side of the ene
equation~5! is the heat release due to coalescence aris
from surface area reduction. The first and second terms
the right-hand side of the equation are heat losses du
collisions with gas molecules, and radiation, respective
while the last term represents the heat loss due to evap
tion from the particle surface.

We evaluate the surface area reduction term in Eq.~5!
with the well-known linear rate law23 for the final stages of
coalescence:

dap

dt
52

1

t f
~ap2asph!, ~6!

where the driving force for area reduction is the area diff
ence between the area of coalescing particlesap and that of
an equivalent volume sphere,asph. Equation~6! has been
widely used to model the entire process from spherical p
ticles in contact to complete coalescence, since the ove
sintering stage is rate controlled by the initial growth to
spheroid.23

With the substitution we get the nonlinear differenti
equation for particle temperature as

Nwcv

dTp

dt
5

ss

t f
~ap2asph!2Zcmgcg~Tp2Tg!

2«sSBap~Tp
42Tg

4!2
DHvap

NAv
Zev, ~7!

wheret f is characteristic coalescence, or fusion time defin
as

t f5
3kBTpN

64pssDeff
, where Deff5DGBS d

dp~small!
D , ~8!

Deff being the atomic diffusion coefficient that brings in si
nificant nonlinearity in the above equation, as discussed
detail later in this section. The above formulation forDeff is
derived based on the earlier works of Wuet al.24 DGB is the
solid-state grain boundary diffusion coefficient having t
Arrhenius fromDGB5A exp(2B/Tp), wheress is the particle

-
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TABLE I. Thermodynamic and diffusional properties for silicon and titania.

Properties Silicon Titania References

Bulk melting point,Tm ~K! 1683 2103 German44

Density,rp ~kg/m3! 2330 3840 German;44 Weast45

Solid surface tension,ss ~J/m2! 0.9 0.6 German44

Windeleret al.7,8

Liquid surface tension,s l ~J/m2! ••• 0.34 Xing and Rosner14

Lehtinen and Zachariah21

Constant volume heat capacity,cv ~J/kg K! 729 800 German44

Heat of vaporization,DHvap ~J/mole! 384 000 598 712 German;44 Samsonov26

Heat of fusion,L ~J/mole! ¯ 47 927 Lehtinen and Zachariah21

Diffusion coefficient parameters:
Pre-exponential factor,A ~m2/s! 4.6931027 7.231026 Zachariah and Carrier17

Astier and Vergnon46

Activation energy,Eac ~kJ/mole! 62.84 286 Zachariah and Carrier17

Astier and Vergnon46Normalized activation energy,B5(Eac/8.31) ~K! 7562 34416
Saturation vapor pressure relations:
Silicon

log10 ps5a1
b

Tp
1c log10 Tp1dTp1eTp

2 ~ps in mm of Hg; Tp in K!

a5315.0687; b527.138431024; c5289.68; d58.344531023 and e522.580631029

Yaws25

Titania

log10 ps5a1
b

Tp
1cTp ~ps in Pa or, N/m2; Tp in K!

a516.20; b5230361 and c520.49231023

Samsonov26
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surface tension,d the grain boundary width~Table I!, and
dp(small) is the diameter of the smallest particle in the co
lescing cluster undergoing a grain boundary diffusion p
cess. The logic assumed here is that the smaller particl
any aggregate would coalesce faster into the larger o
thereby determining the characteristic coalescence time.
values for pre-exponential factorA and activation energy
term B are presented in Table I.

Zc , the gas–particle collision rate~s21! in the free-
molecule regime results in conduction heat loss from
particle to the surrounding gas and is obtained from kine
theory as

Zc5
pgap

A2pmgkBTg

, ~9!

where ap is the area of the coalescing particle pair an
hence, varying in time according to the rate law@Eq. ~6!# and
pg is the background gas pressure.

Zev, the evaporation rate of surface atoms~s21! is deter-
mined by detailed balancing,47 and evaluated from the ki
netic theory based calculation of the heterogeneous con
sation rate on particle surface of area at the saturation v
pressure given as5

Zev5
acpdap

A2pmkBTp

, ~10!

where ac is the accommodation coefficient assumed to
unity, pd is the saturation vapor pressure over the drop
~spherical particle! and determined from the Kelvin effect.

Thus, for the evaporative heat loss term, we get

DHvap

NAv
Zev5

DHvap

NAv
S acapps

A2pmkBTp
D expS 4ssvm

dpkBTp
D , ~11!
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where ps is the saturation vapor pressure~Pa! over a flat
surface at the instantaneous particle temperature du
coalescence25,26 andvm is the molar volume~m3/mole!. The
equations for vapor pressure of Si and TiO2 used in the
present work have been given in Table I. The exponen
dependence on particle temperature implies that as the
ticles heat by coalescence, significant evaporative coo
might take place.

As discussed in the Introduction, the coalescence proc
reduces the surface area according to the rate law equa
given in Eq.~6!, which result in surface energy loss. In a
adiabatic case all this energy would be partitioned into
internal thermal energy of particles. However, losses to
surroundings will have a significant impact on the partic
temperature and therefore its coalescence dynamics. A
tailed description of the coalescence dynamics and ene
transfer is obtained by numerically solving the coupled eq
tions ~6! and ~7!.

We note that Eq.~7! is highly nonlinear in temperature
through the exponential dependence of the solid-state ato
diffusion coefficientDGB in the particle, which is expresse
as

DGB5A expS 2
B

Tp
D , ~12!

where A and B are material-dependent constants~Table I!.
Thus, in typical solid-state sintering, if particle temperatu
increases due to heat release effects, then lower gas
sures, higher volume loadings~higher collision frequency!,
and high gas temperatures may result in particle heat gen
tion being larger than heat loss to the surroundings. This
turn, increases the diffusion coefficient (Deff) reduces the
characteristic coalescence timet f and, hence, serves to fur
ther increase the particle temperature, and so on.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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A further complication that may occur during a coale
cence event, is that before the resulting particle can re
back to the background gas temperature, it may encou
yet another collision. This would be the case when the ch
acteristic coalescence time is larger than the collision t
(t f.tcoll), thereby generating aggregates. On the ot
hand, if t f,tcoll , particles have sufficient time to coale
cence and no aggregate is formed. Therefore, the forma
of the often-observed aggregate structure is determined
the relative rates of collision and coalescence. However,
heat release from coalescence, if not removed efficie
from the particle, will keep the coalescence time small re
tive to the collision time and delay the onset of aggreg
formation. Our goal is to understand the nonlinear dynam
leading to the formation of aggregates and its effect in te
of growth characteristics of primary particles that go on
form these aggregates.

Effect of lowered melting point of nanoparticles
on coalescence

The diffusion mechanism in nanosized particles mig
differ from bulk diffusion processes and has been previou
studied.17 Although, the phenomenon is not clearly unde
stood, for most practical purposes of this work, one mi
assume that classical concepts of volume, grain bound
and surface diffusion are applicable.24 Grain boundary diffu-
sion has been pointed out as the most significant solid-s
diffusion process in polycrystalline nanosized particles,17,24

though the exact processes for atomic diffusion depend
the crystalline structures of particles.

The diffusion coefficient being very sensitive to th
phase~molten or solid!, care must be taken to track the pha
changes during the growth process. Of particular importan
in the size range of interest, is the size dependence of
melting point of ultrafine particles. We use here the empiri
relation approximating the melting point of nanoparticl
as27

Tmp~dp!5TmF12
4

Lrpdp
S ss2s1S rp

r1
D 2/3D G . ~13!

Here,Tm is the bulk melting point,L the latent heat of melt-
ing ~J/kg!, ss ands1 are the surface tensions~J/m2!, andrp

and r1 are the respective solid and liquid phase densi
~kg/m3!. The various material property values are presen
in Table I.

This effect of lowered melting point on particle coale
cence process will turn out to be of importance for the c
of titania growth studies to be investigated in this pap
since the growth of these materials is typically conducted
the 1600–2000 K range. The application of Eq.~13! would
show that for titania that has a bulk melting point of 2103
the melting point drops to about 1913 K at 5 nm and 1100
for a 1 nmparticle. In such a scenario, at typical flame te
peratures encountered in experiments, particles may coa
under a viscous flow mechanism as opposed to a solid-s
diffusion mechanism. It also implies that particles may e
counter a phase transition during a coalescence event si
due to the energy release process, i.e.,Tp(t).Tmp(dp).
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To take this into account, the diffusion process and c
responding characteristic coalescence times for the TiO2 case
were computed as follows:~1! when Tp(t),Tmp(dp), we
had assumed a solid-state grain boundary diffusion proc
to calculate coalescence time, as given by Eqs.~12! and ~2!
when Tp(t).Tmp(dp), a viscous flow mechanism wa
used28 as

t f5
mdeff

2s1
, ~14a!

wherem is the viscosity at the particle temperature;s1 is the
liquid surface tension of the particle, anddeff was taken to be
proportional to the instantaneous effective particle diame
(Vp /ap), i.e., deff56Vp /ap .

The viscositym is estimated from empirical relations29

as a function of particle temperature,Tp , and melting point
for the corresponding particle size,Tmp(dp). The empirical
relation for size-dependent viscosity of nanoparticles is giv
as

m51.831027

@M•Tmp~dp!#1/2expS L

RTp
D

vm expF L

RTmp~dp!G
, ~14b!

whereL is the latent heat of fusion/melting~J/mole! ~from
standard thermodynamic properties!, R is the universal gas
constant~J/mole K!, vm is the molar volume~m3/mole!, and
M is the molar weight~kg/mole!.

Radiation heat loss term for nanoparticles:
A discussion

Thermal radiation from small particles is a subject
considerable interest and complexity and has been discu
by a number of earlier works.30–33

Our prime concern is in the emissivity values needed
Eq. ~7! to determine the effect of radiation heat loss in typ
cal nanoparticles. However, unlike bulk materials, for p
ticles smaller than the wavelength of thermal radiation,
emissivity becomes a strong function of the characteri
dimension of the particle.34 It is well known from Rayleigh
scattering theory that the absorption efficiency:Qabs}X,
where,X is the nondimensional particle size parameter giv
asX5pdp /l, l being the wavelength of emitted radiatio
considered. For very fine particles and for the wavelen
range of 800 nm or greater~for thermal radiation!, the values
for absorption efficiency (Qabs) are extremely small~around
1025– 1027).

Now, from Kirchhoff’s law for radiation from spherica
particles,Qabs5«.48 Hence, we conclude that emissivity fo
thermal radiations from nanoparticles in the Rayleigh lim
(dp!l) are negligible unless we operate at extremely h
temperatures. Thus, for all practical purposes, the radia
heat loss term for the present study can be assumed t
negligible and dropped from the energy equation~7! to give
its final form as

Nwcv

dTp

dt
5

ss

t f
~ap2asph!2Zcmgcg~Tp2Tg!2

DHvap

NAv
Zev.

~15!
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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Nondimensionalization

A convenient nondimensionalization of Eqs.~6! and~15!
can be obtained through

t* 5
t

t0
; T* 5

Tp2Tg

Tg
; a* 5

ap2asph

asph
, ~16!

resulting in nondimensional form of surface area reduct
@Eq. ~6!# and energy equation@Eq. ~15!# as

da*

dt*
52

t0

t f
a* , ~17!

and

dT*

dt*
5S Es

Eb
D S t0

t f
Da* 2S Eg

Eb
DT* 2S Ev

Eb
D . ~18!

Here, Es5ssasph; Eb5NwcvTg ; Eg5ZcmgcgTgt0 ,
andEv5DHvap/NAvZev, wheret0 is the characteristic coa
lescence time calculated at gas temperature,Tg . The rest of
the notations represent the same parameters as describe
lier in the section. Now, using these terms we could defi
the following nondimensional energy terms asBHG

5(Es /Eb)(t0 /t f); Ccond5(Eg /Eb) and Cevap5(Ev /Eb)
representing thedimensionless heat generation, conduct
heat loss, and the evaporative heat loss terms, respectively.

NUMERICAL MODEL: MONTE CARLO METHOD

It has been shown rigorously by Norris35 that the Monte
Carlo approach approximates the aerosol coagulation e
tion for the number concentration of particles of any giv
size as a function of time. Our kinetic Monte Carlo mod
has been primarily based on the earlier works of Liffman36

Smith and Matsoukas,37 and the recently developed hybr
Monte Carlo method of Efendiev and Zachariah.20

A number of Monte Carlo techniques have been dev
oped for simulating the growth of dispersed systems.
these, the two primary techniques fall into the class
Constant-Number~Constant-N! and the Constant-Volume
~Constant-V! methods. The classicalConstant-V method
samples a constant volume system of particles, and with
advancement of time reduces the number of particles in
sample due to coagulation. This is the same approach as
other time-driven numerical integration and hence it does
offer a uniform statistical accuracy in time. This reduction
the sample usually needs simulation for a large numbe
initial particles to ensure an acceptable level of accuracy
the results. This might lead to an underutilization of the co
putational resources.38 This problem can be overcome by
Constant-Nmethod by refilling the empty sites of the partic
array in the system, with copies of the surviving particl
This method has been shown to be more efficient, and
been employed by Kostoglou and Konstandopoulos,38 Smith
and Matsoukas,37 and Efendiev and Zachariah20 for simula-
tion of particle coagulation.

To overcome this loss of accuracy due to a continuou
decreasing particle number arising from coagulation we u
a discrete refilling procedure, as proposed by Liffman,36 in
which whenever the particle number dropped to a su
ciently small value~50% of the initial number! the system
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was replicated. TheConstant-N approach can be imple
mented in two general ways. The first approach is to se
time intervalDt and then use Monte Carlo to decide whic
and how many events will be realized in the specified ti
interval.36,39 This essentially amounts to integrating th
population balance forward in time and requires discreti
tion of the time step. In the second approach, a single ev
is chosen to occur and the time is advanced by an approp
amount to simulate the phenomenon associated with
event.40,41 This approach does not require explicit time d
cretization, and has the advantage that the time step, b
calculated during the simulation, adjusts itself to the rates
the various processes.

In the present work we employ the second approach
describing particle coagulation, while the first approach
used for simulating particle coalescence, once a coagula
event has been identified. Thus, more precisely, we first id
tify a single coagulation event to occur for the particles
our system and compute the mean interevent time requ
DT for the next coagulation event to occur. Then, during t
time interval, we simulate the coalescence process al
with the associated energy release for all the particles in
system. We note for clarity that at any identified intereve
time between two successive particle~or, aggregates! colli-
sions, there will be coalescence taking place for other sys
particles that had collided earlier in time.

It is important to recognize that the mean characteris
collision time (tcoll'tc) essentially signifies the mean tim
interval that any particular particle~or aggregate! has to wait
before it encounters another collision, while the mean in
event time represents the time between any two succes
collision events (DT) among any two particles~or aggre-
gates! in the system. The latter also becomes our Mo
Carlo simulation time step.

Implementation of MC algorithm: Determination
of characteristic time scales for coagulation

Let us consider a simulation system with an initial pa
ticle concentration ofC0 . A choice of the number of par
ticles N0 that can be efficiently handled in the simulatio
defines the effective computational volume,V05N0 /C0 . To
connect the simulations to real time, we calculate the in
event time between any two successive collisions or
Monte Carlo time step,DTk as inversely proportional to sum
of the rates of all possible events:

DTk5
V0

(1R1
5

2N0

C0( i 51
Nk21( i 51

Nk21Ki j
F , ~19!

whereR15Ki j is the rate of event 1, defined as the coag
lation of the pair~i, j!, Ki j is the coagulation kernel for size
i and j, andV05N0 /C0 is the actual volume represented
the simulation system for particle concentration,C0 , and
number of simulation particles,N0 .

For computational time efficiency, we use a mean coa
lation probability,^Ki j

F &, defined as

^Ki j
F &5

( i 51
Nk21( j 51

Nk21Ki j
F

Nk21~Nk2121!
. ~20!
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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Hence, the final form for the Monte Carlo time step a

DTk5
2N0

C0^Ki j
F &Nk21~Nk2121!

. ~21!

Now, for each collision event, we use the interevent ti
(DTk or, simply,DT) determined above, to simulate the co
lescence process forall particles by integrating the surface
area reduction and the energy equations. Then based o
mean values of the area, volume, and temperature of
particles in the system calculated at the end of each Mo
Carlo time step, the mean characteristic collision time (tc) in
the free molecular regime is estimated from the se
preserving size distribution theory of Friedlander5 as

tc53/B, where B5~a/2!S 6kBT̄p

rp
D 1/2S 3

4p D 1/6

fV̄p
~25/6! ,

~22!

where T̄p and V̄p stands for the mean particle temperatu
and volume,a, a dimensionless constant equal to 6.55,42 rp

is the density of the particle material~assumed to be tem
perature independent!, andf is the material volume loading
in the system considered.

Thus, for each of these interevent timesDTk, an integra-
tion time stepDt for the coalescence process is determin
as

Dt5
DTk

nmax
, ~23a!

and

nmax5
DTk

t f
3p, ~23b!

wherenmax is the number of iterative loops for the numeric
integration in time;t f is the characteristic coalescence tim
previously defined in Eq.~8! andp is any integer value nor
mally chosen asp510. This method of choosing the numer
cal time step ensures sufficient discretization of time step
obtain desired resolution for simulating the coalescence
cess over the particular interevent collision time and cha
teristic sintering time, both of which are sensitive to size a
temperature.

In order to implement the numerical computation, w
defined the coagulation probability as

pi j 5
Ki j

F

Kmax
F , ~24!

where,Kmax
F is the maximum value of the coagulation kern

among all droplets. At each step two particles are rando
selected and a decision is made whether a coagulation e
occurs based onpi j . If the event takes place, we calcula
the interevent time,DTk, as shown earlier, and go ahead w
the coalescence process. As indicated earlier by Smith
Matsoukas37 as well as Efendiev and Zachariah,20 this prob-
ability should, in principle, be normalized by the sum of
Ki j but the choice ofKmax

F is commonly employed in order to
increase the acceptance rate while maintaining the rela
magnitude of probabilities.
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In our implementation, a coagulation event occurs o
if a random number drawn from a uniform distribution
smaller than the coagulation probability,pi j . If the coagula-
tion is rejected, two new particles are picked and the ab
steps are repeated until a coagulation condition is met. U
successful completion of this step the selected particles w
volumesVi andVj are combined to form a new particle wit
volumeVi1Vj and the total number of particles in the sy
tem is decreased by unity.

When the number of particles due to this repeated
agulation process drops to half of the initial value, we rep
cate the particles in the system. In order to preserve
physical connection to time, the topping up process m
preserve the average behavior of the system like the volu
loading or the particle number density corresponding to
time prior to the topping up. In particular, one has to ens
that the interevent time for particle collisions stays the sam
and to do this, we increase the effective simulation volum
V0 , in proportion to the increase in the number of partic
in the topped up system.

In terms of relating our Monte Carlo simulation to th
real physics of the coalescence process, the schematic
cating the role of the different time scales of events is help
and is shown in Fig. 2. In this figure, one can see that it is
relative magnitudes of the three time scales; the charact
tic cooling time (tcool), characteristic collision time (tc),
and characteristic coalescence or fusion time (t f) that are
critical in determining whether a particle colliding woul
undergo complete sintering, release more heat and grow
a larger uniform primary particle, or would quickly quenc
and lose heat to form aggregates with larger surface area
smaller primary particle sizes.

If a criteria is met wherebytcool.tc.t f , one should
expect to see fully sintered primary particles with large h
release. Whereas, iftc,t f , then the particles cannot fully
sinter before they encounter the next collision, and this gi
rise to the formation of aggregates.

FIG. 2. The schematic diagram indicating the various time scales; m
interevent time (DT), characteristic coalescence/fusion (t f), characteristic
collision (tc), and the mean cooling time for particles (tcool).
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Validation of the algorithm

In order to estimate the number of particles needed
accurate statistics of the system, we studied the characte
collision and fusion times, temperature rise, and other pr
erties for two systems consisting of 1000 and 10 000 p
ticles, respectively. Although computation time increases
nificantly, there is an insignificant change in the mean res
for characteristic collision times, fusion times, and parti
temperature of these two systems, indicating the attainm
of statistical equilibrium. As the plots ofTp versus time as
well as t f and tc versus time for 1000 particle and 10 00
particle systems overlap, results of only a 1000 particle s
tem has been provided. Also, all the results in the pres
KMC simulation have been obtained by using simulati
systems of 1000 particles. It may be recalled here that the
of a topping up technique proposed by Liffman,36 allows us
to reduce the statistical errors in our simulation, even wit
smaller number of particles, thereby requiring lesser co
puter memory.

The average time for a typical simulation of 1000 pa
ticles with volume loading of 1024 was anywhere betwee
15 to 2 hours~depending on the parameters of the ca

FIG. 3. The variation of~a! particle number concentration and~b! average
volume-equivalent diameter with time, as predicted from the Monte C
simulation and a sectional model for silicon nanoparticles coagula
~Ref. 16! without any coalescence effects.~Initial diameter51 nm, volume
loading, f51026, gas temperature,Tg5320 K, and gas pressure,Pg

5100 Pa.)
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study! on IBM-SP machines at the Minnesota Supercomp
ing Institute with eight 1.3 GHz power4 processors shar
16 GB of memory. For ease of scaling, we began our sim
lation with a monodisperse system of 1 nm diameter. T
thermodynamic properties of silicon and titania, such as d
sity, heat capacity, latent heat of fusion/melting, and surf
tension were assumed to be particle size independent12,22

and are reported in Table I. In most of the simulations st
ied here, it was found that the increase in background
temperature due to heat release from coalescence is insig
cant and, hence, gas temperature was assumed to be co
throughout.

The Monte Carlo coagulation algorithm and its accura
were found to be in excellent agreement with a sectio
model simulation,16 as shown in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!. In ad-
dition, as seen in Fig. 4, the particle size distributions at lo
times, when compared with the numerical results of Vem
et al.,43 showed very good agreement with the known se
preserving size distribution seen for coagulating aerosols

Effect of background gas temperature

The competing effects of heat release and bath gas c
ing were assessed with simulations for silicon nanopart
growth carried out at gas temperatures of 325, 500, and
K with background gas pressure,Pg5100 Pa, and materia
volume loading,f51026. Shown in Fig. 5 are plots of the
characteristic collision and coalescence times as a functio
growth time. Such a plot has been proposed by Winde
et al.7 to assess the competition between these two times
their crossing point. The heavy dotted line represents
characteristic collision time, which is relatively independe
of temperature and increases in time for a coagulation p
cess because of the net decrease in particle number con
tration. The coalescence time is a function of particle s
and temperature, as discussed before. For the work con
ered here, the coalescence energy release and the loss
the surrounding can significantly alter this time. The cross
point, as suggested by Windeleret al., defines the onset o
aggregation and enables primary particle size predict

o
n

FIG. 4. Self-preserving size distribution for coagulation from the Mon
Carlo method compared with the numerical results of Vemuryet al. ~Ref.
43! and plotted as the dimensionless number density,c(h)

5N(t,Vp)V̄p /N` versus dimensionless volume,h5Vp /V̄p . Silicon atTg

5320 K was considered assuming a free molecular regime collision ke
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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However, we show later that the use of the crossing po
betweent f andtc to predict primary particle sizes might no
be universally applicable. For the various gas temperatu
studied here, we found that with increasing residence ti
t f initially decreases, reaches a minimum, and then mo
tonically increases. The decrease in the characteristic co
cence~fusion! time t f is actually associated with an increa
in the particle temperature and is shown in Fig. 6. Here
see that the particle temperature takes an abrupt and
rapid rise to a value well in excess of 1200 K. This is
indication that the characteristic cooling time under the
conditions is slow relative to the fusion time,t f , implying
larger heat generation. Higher background temperatu
show an earlier onset of elevated temperatures and a
longed dwell time at higher temperatures due to the low
driving force for cooling. At the same time, the delayed on
of heat release effects generate larger aggregates tryin
coalesce fully, which causes a stronger driving force for
heat generation arising from the surface area reduction t
and, hence, an increase in the net rise in particle tempera
Referring back to Fig. 5, we see that the minimum in t
coalescence time roughly corresponds to the peak par

FIG. 5. Variation of characteristic fusion (t f) and collision (tc) times with
residence time for various background gas temperatures for silicon~gas
pressure,Pg5100 Pa and volume loading,f51026).

FIG. 6. Variation of mean silicon particle temperature (^Tp&) with residence
time for various background gas temperatures,Tg , at constant gas pressure
Pg5100 Pa, and particle volume loading,f51026.
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temperature achieved. Also, with increasing gas temp
tures, for the same particle size distribution, the relative v
ues oft f decrease buttc remains relatively unchanged. I
the context of our discussion of the comparison of charac
istic times, we see from Figs. 5 and 6 that after the init
drop the coalescence time eventually rises, coupled with h
loss from particles, until it crosses the collision time curv
At this point one can reasonably conclude that aggreg
formation has been triggered. Beyond this, in the reg
wheret f.tc , the particles do not get sufficient time to full
sinter before the next collision takes place thereby form
aggregates. Eventually, the particles get sufficiently large
that their heat capacity is large enough as to negate any
nificant temperature rise associated with coalescence an
growing particles return to the background temperature.

The effect on primary particle size, surface area, and
onset of aggregation are illustrated in Fig. 7. In this figu
we plot the normalized surface areaA( i ) /Asph(i ) ~or, A/Asph),
which is the actual surface area (ap) to that of the volume
equivalent sphere (asph) as a function of time. It is to be
noted here that the notationA( i ) /Asph(i ) ~or, A/Asph) for nor-
malized area used in all plots and discussions in the pre
work is equivalent to the notationap /asph, as used earlier in
the theory. Values ofA/Asph larger than unity are a first in
dication of aggregate formation~i.e., A/Asph51 implies
spheres;A/Asph.1 indicates agglomerate formation!. Also
plotted is the volume equivalent diameter,deq ~under the
assumption of spherical geometry!. Primary particle sizes
can be estimated at the onset of aggregation by moving
tically from the point where the surface area curve just
gins to deviate from unity to the corresponding point on t
volume-equivalent diameter curve. From Fig. 7, one c
clearly see that the delayed onset~in time! of aggregate for-
mation also implies larger primary particle size and low
surface area.

The effect of heat release on primary particle sizes
be seen by turning off the energy equations solver and
suming that particles are always at the background gas t
perature. This essentially implies coalescence without
heat release effects, which is also indicated as the respe
dotted lines fort f in Fig. 5 and forA/Asph in Fig. 7. We see

FIG. 7. Variation of silicon normalized area and mean volume equiva
diameter with residence time for various background gas temperaturesTg ,
Pg5100 Pa, and particle volume loading,f51026 (A( i ) : particle areaand
Asph(i ) : equivalent spherical area of the corresponding particle!.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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that without heat release, the characteristic fusion time
comes a monotonically increasing function of time asso
ated with particle growth and does not undergo the sud
decrease in fusion time or enhanced coalescence rate as
ated with heat release. The effect is most important for
325 K case, where without heat release no coalesce
would take place as seen by the fact thatt f is always greater
thantc andA/Asph deviates from unity almost immediately
implying the formation of aggregates with 1 nm prima
particles, while with heat release we predict 9 nm prima
particle sizes~see Figs. 5 and 7!.

It is possible that with higher temperatures asdt f /dt
approachesdtc /dt ~at the crossing point, i.e.,t f'tc), ob-
long particles with long necks and strong bonds are form
that would eventually go on to form aggregates. However
lower temperature the crossing occurs within the heat g
eration regime anddt f /dt@dtc /dt ~at t f'tc). Thus, in this
case, uniform spherical particles held together by weak
der Waals’ forces in the agglomerates are formed. T
theory was also found to be consistent with the earlier w
of Windeleret al.7

Effect of background gas pressure

The conventional wisdom has held that background
pressure has no role in the heat transfer during the collis
coalescence process. This presumption has held sway
cause until very recently prior work had neglected the e
thermic nature of coalescence. Lehtinen and Zacharia6,21

were the first to recognize this effect and conclude that
pressurePg should have an impact on primary particle siz

The effect ofPg on t f at a constant gas temperature f
silicon (Tg5500 K,f51026) is shown in Fig. 8. The corre
sponding mean particle temperatures are shown in Fig. 9
10 kPa, the effect of heat release is negligible as the h
losses to the surroundings are evidently sufficiently facile.
one decreases the pressure, however, the lowered hea
term through conduction enables the particles to experie
elevated temperatures. In these cases the lower the pre
the higher the particle temperatures. This self-heating is

FIG. 8. Variation of characteristic coalescence/fusion (t f) and characteristic
collision (tc) times with residence time for various background gas pr
sures,Pg , Tg5500 K and particle volume loading,f51026. A gray point
marks the gradient change fort f corresponding to the point wher
A/Asph>1. Results are for silicon.
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reflected in the lowering of the characteristic sintering tim
seen in Fig. 8. We estimate the primary particle size (dprim)
from the normalized area term (A/Asph.1) and the corre-
sponding volume-equivalent diameter, as discussed ea
~not shown here! at the point of agglomeration. These resu
are presented in Fig. 10. At the highest pressure simula
the role of heat release is unimportant, while with decreas
pressure we see a monotonic increase in primary particle
from roughly about 3 nm at 101 kPa to 13 nm 100 Pa. T
increase clearly establishes the effect of gas pressure on
primary particle growth rates and, as seen from Fig. 9,
flects the higher particle temperatures experienced at lo
pressures resulting from a lower heat loss rate by conduct
It is clearly noticed that the fusion and collision times pr
sented in Fig. 8 show a crossing point independent of p
sure! This result indicates that the crossing point may not
the best criteria for assessing the spherical primary part
size, especially beyond the heat generation regime where
relative gradients of the characteristic times, i.e.,dt f /dt and

-FIG. 9. The variation of mean silicon particle temperature (^Tp&) with resi-
dence time for various background gas pressures,Pg , Tg5500 K, and par-
ticle volume loading,f51026. A gray point marks the gradient change fo
t f corresponding to the point whereA( i ) /Asph(i )>1.

FIG. 10. The effect of background gas pressures (Pg) on primary particle
size (dprim) for silicon nanoparticles at constant gas temperature,Tg

5500 K and particle volume loading,f51026. The primary particle size
predicted without a heat release effect has also been indicated.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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dtc /dt at the crossing point are close to each. The two g
points in Fig. 8 mark a noticeable change indt f /dt, indicat-
ing the time where the normalized surface area deviates f
unity (A/Asph.1), and was used for determining the sphe
cal primary particle sizes. Beyond this point, and before
particles are agglomerated~i.e., the crossing point betwee
t f and tc) the primary particles are nonspherical~possibly
oblong with large necks! mainly due to the slow crossin
point of t f andtc , as discussed in details earlier.7

We also applied the model to titania nanoparticles
different gas pressures (Pg5100 Pa and 1, 10, and 101 kP!
at Tg51600 K. We choose this example because the ope
ing temperature is one used in industry for the production
titania. It should noted here that the present simulation
particle growth rates due to coalescence has been initi
from the time precursor reactions leading to 100% conv
sion of precursors (TiC4 or, TTIP! to titania nanoparticles
have been achieved, so that we have a sufficiently large
ticle number concentration and growth rates are purely
to collision/coalescence process without any nucleation
fects. The results illustrate the role of phase transition
growth along with the effect of the size-dependent melt
point of nanoparticles. We rely on Eq.~13! to determine, for
a given particle, if we are above or below the melting po
at any instant in the coalescence process and use the a
priate sintering model~solid-state or viscous flow!. This be-
comes essential since viscous flow characteristic times
two to three orders of magnitude lower than that for sol
state diffusion.

The plot oft f andtc versus residence time at differe
pressures for titania is shown in Fig. 11. Initially for sma
particle sizes~1 nm! Tp(t).Tmp(dp) @from Eq. ~13!#, par-
ticles are in a molten state and, hence, characteristic co
cence time (t f) is very small so that particles coalesce
most instantly on contact. But as particle sizes increase
to coagulation/coalescence, the corresponding melting p
also increases and rises above the particle temperature
Tp(t),Tmp(dp) and the particles shift over to the muc

FIG. 11. The variation of characteristic fusion (t f) and characteristic colli-
sion (tc) times with residence time in titania nanoparticle coalescence
various background gas pressures,Pg , Tg51600 K, and particle volume
loading,f51023. An open circle indicates an abrupt change in the gradi
of t f corresponding to the phase change from molten to solid state.
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slower solid-state diffusion mechanism. In Fig. 11, we in
cate this change in phase and diffusion mechanism with
large dots. Beyond these marked points in Fig. 11,t f in-
creases with a sharper gradient due to the strong expone
dependence of a solid-state diffusion coefficient on part
temperature, as discussed earlier.

Consistent with our previous discussion relating to t
silicon case, we see the significance ofdt f /dt anddtc /dt at
the crossover point (t f5tc) in predicting spherical or non
spherical particles. As seen from Fig. 11, at the cross
point dt f /dt@dtc /dt for all the pressures in 100 Pa–10
kPa, which implies primary particles being uniform
spherical8 at the crossover point. One should also note t
the crossing points betweent f and tc are well within the
heat generation regime during the solid-state coalesce
process. We see that at the time of crossover betweent f and
tc for all the pressures~100 Pa–101 kPa! in Fig. 11, the
normalized area (A/Asph) plotted in Fig. 12 exceeds unity
(A/Asph.1).

From Fig. 13, it can be seen that in the region of
viscous diffusion mechanism, gas pressures between 1–
kPa do not significantly affect the maximum particle tem
perature rise. However, in a solid-state diffusion region,
particle temperatures are higher at lower gas pressure du
lesser heat loss, resulting in a prolonged and enhanced
tering mechanism over the time frame studied that comp
with the heat loss terms in the energy balance. In Figs.
and 13, the noticeable changes in the gradients of temp
ture decrease and fusion time increase are due to diffe
regions of heat loss wherein initially particles undergo ra
evaporative cooling and then, once below their siz
dependent melting points, the heat loss slows down to c
ductive losses only. Finally, they cool down to backgrou
gas temperature indicated by the merging of all the fus
time gradients wheret f increases purely due to aggrega
growth. Figure 14 illustrates the spherical primary partic
sizes as function of different gas pressures and shows

r

t

FIG. 12. The effect of background gas pressures (Pg) on the variation of
normalized area (A( i ) /Asph(i )) and mean volume-equivalent diameter (^deq&)
with residence time for titania nanoparticle coalescence atTg51600 K and
particle volume loading,f51023. dprim is the primary particle size esti-
mated from thê deq& value corresponding toA( i ) /Asph(i )>1 (A( i ) : particle
area andAsph(i ) : equivalent spherical area of a corresponding particle!.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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background pressure can be used to alter the primary par
size.

Effect of volume loading

Volume loading is another important parameter that
been neglected in studies of the primary particle size pre
tion for nanoparticle coalescence processes. Common l
ratory experiments are usually limited to low volume fra
tions (f51026) for the ease of experimentation, particular
for those who useinsitu optical probes. Industrial practice o
course seeks to maximize the production rate and typic
operates at much higher volume fractions (f51023). With-
out the consideration of the exothermic nature of coa
cence, it is natural to expect no role for the volume fracti
On the other hand, with heat release considered we m
expect that under rapid coalescence conditions, where
release is faster than energy loss to the surrounding
higher collision rate might magnify the effect.

The model has been applied to various laboratory
industrial volume loadings in the range off51026 to 1023

FIG. 13. The variation of the mean particle temperature (^Tp&) with resi-
dence time for various background gas pressures,Pg , Tg51600 K, and
particle volume loading,f51023 for titania nanoparticle coalescence.

FIG. 14. The effect of background gas pressures (Pg) on primary particle
sizes (dprim) for titania nanoparticle coalescence atTg51600 K, and particle
volume loading,f51023. Primary particle size without the heat relea
effect has also been indicated.
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for silicon ~Figs. 15 and 16! and titania~Figs. 17 and 18!.
The silicon example is most reflective of what might occur
low-pressure plasma, while the titania example is taken
represent an atmospheric pressure flame. For the case o
con ~Fig. 15! we see that all volume loading considered r
sult in elevated particle temperatures, however, increa
volume fraction results in higher temperatures for a p
longed time period. This reflects the fact that if the char
teristic fusion time is much less than the collision time, the
is opportunity to enhance the coalescence process by inc
ing the collision rate through larger volume loading. In doi
so, one essentially enhances the heat release rate by sho
ing the time interval between the process of cooling tha
sintered particle undergoes and another collision that it
counters before cooling down completely, thereby heating
the particle even more. The corresponding primary part
sizes predicted for various volume loadings are seen in
16. It clearly shows enhanced primary particle sizes as v
ume loading is increased. We see from Fig. 17 that the tita
results are similar, although in this case typical laborat

FIG. 15. The effect of different particle volume loading (f
51024,1025,1026) on the temporal variation of the mean particle tempe
ture (̂ Tp&) at constant gas temperatureTg5500 K and gas pressurePg

5100 Pa for silicon particle coalescence.

FIG. 16. The effect of particle volume loading (f51024,1025,1026) on the
prediction of primary particle sizes (dprim) for silicon nanoparticle coales-
cenceTg5500 K and gas pressure,Pg5100 Pa. Primary particle size pre
dicted without heat release effect has also been indicated.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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conditions (f51026) do not show any heat release, whi
loadings more closely approximating industrial practicef
51023– 1024) show a large temperature deviation, partic
larly for the case of volume fraction of 1023. In turn, and as
seen in Fig. 18, higher volume loadings yields larger prim
particles.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we develop and implement a more gen
alized version of the earlier works of Lehtinen an
Zachariah6,21 on a nanoparticle coalescence study with
development of a kinetic Monte Carlo model. The kine
Monte Carlo model presented in this paper is able to acco
for the ensemble effects of nanoparticle collision/coalesce
phenomenon, without anya priori constraint on the particle
size distribution. In addition, the model has the unique f
ture that it accounts for the previously ignored physi
mainly that of the exothermic nature of coalescence p
cesses.

FIG. 17. The effect of different particle volume loading (f
51023,1024,1025,1026) on the temporal variation of mean particle tem
perature (̂Tp&), Tg51600 K and gas pressure,Pg5101 kPa~1 atm! for
titania nanoparticle coalescence.

FIG. 18. The effect of particle volume loading (f
51023,1024,1025,1026) on the prediction of primary particle sizes (dprim)
for titania nanoparticle coalescence,Tg51600 K, and gas pressure,Pg

5101 kPa~1 atm!. A primary particle size without heat release effect h
also been indicated.
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The Monte Carlo model indicates that under certa
growth conditions of gas temperature, particle volume lo
ing, and background pressure, particles may experie
highly elevated temperatures. This occurs when the cha
teristic time for coalescence is much smaller than the ch
acteristic collision and cooling time. This can be acco
plished through a decrease in pressure that lowers the
loss from the hot particle as it coalesces and, therefore,
hances its sintering rate through the exponential depend
of the diffusion coefficient on the particle temperature. Alte
natively, one can increase the volume fraction to hasten
the collision rate under conditions where the sintering rate
faster than the collision rate. In this process we decrease
time interval between when a particle is sintered~and hot!
and undergoing quenching, and when another heat gen
ing collision/coalescence occurs, to further enhance the c
lescence process.

These criterion reveal that heat generation during a ty
cal nonisothermal coalescence phenomenon has a
strong effect on the coalescing dynamics of nanopartic
and, thereby, also plays a significant role in determining
growth rates of primary particles, both in terms of their mo
phology and size. From the present study, we may concl
that during typical nanoparticle coalescence phenomenon
creased volume loading and decreased background gas
sure results in enhanced primary particle sizes and gro
rates, particularly in the regime when heat generation fr
coalescing nanoparticles is significant, i.e., whent f,tc

,tcool.
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